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When a previously neutral cue is learnt to predict a food reward, the presence of the cue itself can 
elicit the motivation to obtain the food. The nucleus accumbens shell (nAccSh) in the mesolimbic 
system is involved in generating motivation. It is known that paraventricular thalamic (PVT) neurons 
project to nAccSh. However, how it may interact with the nAccSh in conditioning is not well 
understood. Therefore, I investigated the activation of nAccSh-projective PVT neurons after the 
conditioning. It is hypothesised that nAccSh-projective PVT neurons are activated by conditioning.  
 
Male Wistar rats were injected in nAccSh with a retrograde adeno-associated viral vector (AAV) 
containing a channelrhodopsin (ChR2)-green fluorescent protein (GFP) construct. This labelled the 
membrane of all neurons projecting to the nAccSh, including PVT neurons. The rats were then 
randomly divided into conditioning group (light stimulus predicting the release of a sugar pellet, n=4) 
and control group (light not predicting sugar pellet, n=3). After the conditioning experiment rats were 
euthanised, and the brains were sliced. The PVT was stained for GFP and cFos (an indirect marker 
for neuronal activation), using fluorescent immunohistochemistry.  
 
The nuclear cFos staining counts were similar across the anterior, medial and posterior PVT [two-
way ANOVA, F(2,15)=1.1, p=0.3458] without a group effect [F(1,15)=0.98, p=0.3376]. Co-
localisation of GFP-labeled nAccSh-projective PVT neurons and cFos nuclei was seen in both groups 
across PVT regions. The analysis showed a trend towards a regional difference in the count of co-
localised cells [F(2,15) =3.4, P=0.0584]. However, it was not significantly different between the 






These findings suggest that different PVT regions can be activated by repetitive exposure to stimuli 
and food rewards, regardless of their predictive relation. Pavlovian conditioning may not necessarily 
activate nAccSh-projective PVT neurons. However, this preliminary study requires more replicates 
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1 Introduction  
Overview 
We do not seem to put in a lot of attention in order to maintain an eating pattern, because the brain 
controls it innately. Multiple regions of the cerebrum form extensively interconnected circuits to 
precisely control feeding. Nuclei in the hypothalamus sense metabolic need; others such as the 
nucleus accumbens (nAcc) in the mesolimbic system generate and regulate the desire to eat. These 
two arms of the controlling mechanism closely cooperate to control appetite, generating hunger and 
the desire to eat under energy deficient state; as well as generating satiation after eating. However, 
this homeostatic control of feeding can be overridden and cause overeating. One of such examples is 
when a cue predicts the availability of food, the sole presentation of the cue may elicit the desire to 
eat, regardless of metabolic need. The paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT) is a centre of 
information processing in a recently identified circuit that links together the two arms of the 
controlling mechanism and has a potential role in reward prediction. This study aims to investigate 
PVT activity during the learning process of cue-reward prediction. 
  
1.1 Energy sensing system 
1.1.1 Arcuate nucleus processes peripheral energy indicative signals 
Hypothalamic nuclei are involved in maintaining homeostasis, as well as metabolic homeostasis 
(Sargis, 2015). The hypothalamic arcuate nucleus (ARC) receives peripheral hormones that indicate 
energy status and regulate appetite. Leptin is such a metabolic-status indicative hormone that has its 
action in the central nervous system mediated through ARC. There are two sources of leptin release 
that have slightly different actions in metabolic homeostasis. While both indicate energy proficiency, 
the adipocytic release increases the energy expenditure in a long-term scale (Palou et al., 2000), while 





availability (Pico et al., 2003). After eating the level of gastric released leptin is elevated, making us 
feel full and thus stop eating.  
 
Two types of ARC neural peptides, co-expressed in neurons synthesising and releasing GABA, are 
specifically associated with feeding control, the orexigenic (appetite-stimulating) peptides 
neuropeptide Y (NPY) and Agouti-related peptide (AGRP) that are co-localised in the ARC major, 
as well as the anorexigenic (appetite-suppressing) peptides proopiomelanocortin (POMC) and 
cocaine-amphetamine related transcript (CART) that localised in a subset of ARC neurons (Balthasar 
et al., 2005; Gropp et al., 2005). Both types of neurons express leptin receptors, and even though the 
level of both types of peptides are regulated by leptin, it happens in an opposite manner are co- and 
affects their downstream neurons differently (Palou et al., 2000). 
 
1.1.2  Hypothalamic orexin system wraps up the metabolic signals 
ARC is an initial site of integration of these metabolic signals, which in turn send them to the next 
level of coordination. Lateral hypothalamic area (LHA) is one of the recipients of these ARC neural 
peptides (Kelley et al., 2005a). LHA contains neurons that produce orexigenic neuropeptides orexin 
and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) to control feeding (Sakurai et al., 1998). Orexin neurons 
integrate metabolic signals and send them to the mesolimbic system, a neural signalling system that 
utilises dopamine as one of the neurotransmitters to generate and to modify motivation for eating 
(Stott & Ang, 2013). It can do so indirectly through PVT (Martin-Fardon & Boutrel, 2012).  
 
1.2  PVT relays metabolic signals to the mesolimbic system to alter food intake 
PVT is a midline thalamic nucleus that is a key site of information processing. It forms an interface 
between the metabolic sensing system and the system that can mediate desire for eating (Kelley et 





to PVT are involved in regulating food intake (Choi et al., 2010). The findings of our lab and Lee et 
al. (2015) suggested that PVT also receives direct projection from the orexigenic and anorexigenic 
peptide producing neurons in ARC. PVT has dense connection with multiple regions of the 
mesolimbic dopamine system (Dafny & Rosenfeld, 2017), of which the connection between PVT and 
nAcc is well studied in regard to its role in mediating appetites. The nAcc projects to motor circuits 
and PVT modifies nAcc outputs to the motor circuits (Heimer et al., 1991; Zahm & Heimer, 1993), 
therefore, modifying its executive role in controlling behaviours related to food intake.  
 
Food choices, portion size perception and the urge to eat are highly related to hunger state and satiety 
(Hoefling & Strack, 2010). People tend to go for fatty and sugary food when hungry and to ask for 
more food on their plate (Kral, 2006). Therefore, the PVT interactions with the mesolimbic system 
can stimulate appetite or generate satiety with reference to our homeostatic needs. However, the 
immediate metabolic need is not the only factor that dictates if one will eat (Pelchat & Schaefer, 
2000). When food is available, the brain can still generate motivation for eating, so that the body can 
store energy to compensate for possible food shortage in the future (Pelchat, 2009).  
 
1.3 Reward mediated conditioning 
Rapid learning about the association between two naturally irrelevant events allows the prediction of 
the latter, thus faster reaction when the former event is encountered again. In nature, the ability to 
predict the availability of nutrient dense food sources from traces can make foraging much more 
efficient, which is critical for animals in the wild (Domjan, 2005). It is commonly accepted that food 
cravings arise from energy deficiency. However, hunger or nutrient need is not always a “must have” 
to elicit food cravings. As a result of reward mediated associative learning/conditioning, the food-
indicative stimuli in the environment, such as the smelling the food or seeing the food are able to 





The mesolimbic dopamine system functions in the associative reward learning. The palatability 
property of food is able to elicit dopaminergic transmission in certain brain circuits in the mesolimbic 
system. Prior to the conditioning, dopamine release is only coupled to the ingestion of palatable food 
but not to the perception of the stimuli (Apicella et al., 1991; Ljungberg et al., 1992). Following 
repeated exposures to the food and the stimuli, premising that the stimulus is a predictive factor of 
the food, the association can be formed, and the sole presentation of the stimuli can elicit dopamine 
release in the mesolimbic system (Apicella et al., 1991; Ljungberg et al., 1992). This incentivizes the 
individual and drives the urge to obtain food reward (Robbins et al., 1989).  
 
PVT can be where this associating process occurs. The detail mechanism by which  PVT associate 
stimulus with food, and how food craving is elicited upon the presentation of an associated stimulus 
is still under investigation. But the general idea is that during the time course of conditioning, PVT 
integrates the perception of stimulus and the dopamine that is released upon ingesting appetizing food. 
It does so only when the stimulus occurs prior to the food, and in a closely timed manner, thus the 
stimulus becoming an indicative factor of the food (Li et al., 2016).  
 
1.3.1  Executive role of nAcc in generating voluntary motor functions in feeding 
PVT integrates the signals related to associative reward learning and relays them to the nAcc (see 
schematic in Figure 1-1). The nAcc is a striatal nucleus in the mesolimbic dopamine system, and it 
has been heavily implicated in its executive function in generating motor function in motivational 
behaviours. It has two anatomical compartments, the shell (nAccSh) and the core. nAcc is well-
positioned to serve as a node within circuits that link the limbic cortex and the feeding-related sensory 
system to the motor output system (Kelley et al., 2005b). The limbic cortex is regarded as an integral 
system for relating information to generate emotion, forming motivations of behaviour, regulating 





information related to taste and visceral sensation are sent to nAcc from brainstem (Ricardo & Koh, 
1978). The signals related to homeostatic sensation are sent to nAccSh either directly from the LHA 
(Peyron et al., 1998) or indirectly through the PVT (Berendse & Groenewegen, 1990). nAcc then 
integrates this information and sends it to the motor output system. The core reaches the basal ganglia 
motor control circuits, while the shell projects to LHA (Heimer et al., 1991; Zahm & Heimer, 1993). 
From there, LHA recruits brainstem pattern generators for motor actions of eating (Mogenson et al., 
1983).   
 
Figure 1-1 Part of the neuronal circuits that control feeding. (black) Connections between paraventricular nucleus of 
the thalamus (PVT), arcuate nucleus (ARC) and lateral hypothalamic area (LHA) in the energy sensing system. (Red) 
signals related to metabolic status are sent to nucleus accumbens shell (nAccSh) either directly from LHA or indirectly 
through the relay of PVT. (Purple) nAccSh receives feeding related sensation from brainstem, emotions from limbic cortex 
and dopaminergic innervation from ventral tegmental area (VTA). (Green) With an executive function, nAccSh and core 
project to motor circuits.  
 
1.3.2  Dopaminergic signalling in nAccSh generates anticipation in reward associative learning 
Several neurotransmitters in nAccSh are involved in feeding control. For example, manipulating the 





& Mandenoff, 1981; Calcagnetti & Reid, 1983; Haberny & Carr, 2005). However, they have 
dissociable roles in more specific aspects of feeding such as palatability evaluation and food 
availability anticipation. Firstly, blocking glutamate receptors in nAccSh caused voracious feeding 
in rats (Haberny & Carr, 2005), which suggesting that the glutamatergic signalling negatively 
regulates feeding. Blocking opioid receptors in rats selectively reversed hyperphagia that favours high 
caloric palatable food, but did not alter baseline caloric intake (Apfelbaum & Mandenoff, 1981). 
Morphine (opioid receptor agonist) increased the preference for sweetness and naloxone (opioid 
receptor antagonist) reduced that preference for sweetness (Calcagnetti & Reid, 1983; Czirr & Reid, 
1986; Doyle et al., 1993). These results showed that opioidergic signalling in nAccSh can be involved 
in mediating the pleasure derived from the energy dense food.  
 
Dopaminergic signalling is especially in my interest in the current study, as it is critical for associative 
reward learning. nAccSh receives projections from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Parsons et al., 
2007), which is where the dopamine neurons (VTA-DA) are located. These neurons produce and 
release dopamine to many brain regions, including nAccSh. A highly influential early hypothesis on 
the role of dopamine in feeding control by R. A. Wise and colleagues suggests that, similar to the 
function of opioid, it mediates rewarding or hedonic properties. However, unlike opioid, dopamine 
does not mediate rewarding values of the food itself, but rather of the stimuli or events that serve as 
reinforcers of the prediction of food availability (Wise & Rompre, 1989; Wise, 2004). This hypothesis 
was then supported and accomplished by others. Hungry (thus should be motivated to seek food), 
nAccSh- dopamine depleted rats were reluctant to overcome an obstacle to obtain larger amounts of 
food pellets and preferred to choose an easy passage that lead to a smaller amount of food (Salamone 
et al., 1994). Blocking the dopamine receptors in nAccSh in hungry rats suppressed the spontaneous 
motor activities regarded approaching the food, increased duration of feeding, but did not alter the 





dopaminergic transmission in nAccSh can be involved in generating motivation to obtain food, 
suppressing this function will make the animals less motivated to conduct seeking behaviours. 
Electrophysiological recording found that, before an associative learning task, dopamine neurons 
discharged only when the animals got the sugar in their mouth; after the learning task, however, 
dopamine neurons did not respond to sugar itself, but to the stimuli instead (Apicella et al., 1991; 
Ljungberg et al., 1992; Schultz et al., 1993). This experiment revealed a more specific role of 
dopamine in anticipation of food reward, rather than the actual consumption of the food. Altogether 
these findings suggest that dopaminergic neurotransmission in nAccSh is involved in assigning 
incentive value to food predictive element, and as a result of this, it generates the motivation to put 
effort into seeking food upon encountering the prediction.  
  
1.3.3  PVT modifies dopaminergic signalling in nAccSh 
Plenty of evidence suggests that the PVT has control over the nAccSh neurons, by modifying the 
dopaminergic projection coming from the VTA. Within the nAcc, 95% of the cell population are 
medium-sized spiny neurons (MSN) (Graveland & DiFiglia, 1985). Two discrete studies found that 
PVT forms excitatory glutamatergic synapses on the heads of spines and dendritic shafts (Berendse 
et al., 1988) of these MSN and dopaminergic inputs synapse onto the spine neck (Freund et al., 1984). 
In addition, Pinto et al. (2003) characterised a close presynaptic apposition between the afferent from 
PVT and that from dopaminergic fibres in nAccSh, which further provided an anatomical evidence 
that PVT and dopaminergic fibres may alter each other’s influence on the MSN. Glutamatergic 
receptors, the receptors that PVT signalling targets, spread around dopaminergic fibres (David et al., 
2005). Inhibiting VTA-DA neural cell bodies did not affect dopamine release from the DA terminals 
in nAccSh when the PVT inputs were intact (Parsons et al., 2007). Altogether this evidence suggests 






1.3.4 Greater PVT activation in food related associative reward learning 
Knowing that PVT has a physical connection with the nAcc, Igelstrom et al (2010) were interested 
in its response to food related associative reward learning. They compared the PVT activity of two 
groups of animals; one in which cues accurately predicted the delivery of appetising reward, and 
another in which the same number of cues and rewards were delivered, but each randomly timed with 
respect to the other, so associative learning could not occur. They found a greater PVT cFos activation 
in the former group. The cFos gene is an immediate-early gene that gets expressed immediately after 
stimulation of the cell, in about 15 mins. Therefore, it is a useful marker for cell activation upon 
stimulation (details see section 1.4).  
 
The precise role of PVT in this process has been difficult to ascertain. However, it is hypothesised 
that PVT links the incentive values of the food to the cue. Flagel et al. (2011a) trained rats to push a 
lever to obtain sugar pellets when light illuminated, with the light as the cue and sugar as the reward. 
The retractable lever was presentable to the rats when the light illuminated and was taken away when 
the light went off. By pressing the lever, the food dispenser released a sugar pellet. Interestingly, cFos 
activation was distinct between the two groups of rats, the “sign trackers” and the “goal trackers”. 
The “sign tracking” rats robustly learned that light predicted food and would make an effort (pressing 
the lever) towards obtaining the food reward, even in the absence of a reward reinforcer. Showing 
that the attention has been shifted from the reward stimuli to the cue. In contrast, the “goal tracking” 
rats were apparently reluctant to work in the absence of reward. cFos quantification showed that not 
only there was greater PVT activity in the rats that attributed the saliency to the cue, but also a 
correlated activity in the nAcc. Thus, we speculate that the PVT-nAcc interaction could be involved 






1.4 cFos immediate early gene is an indirect marker of PVT neuronal activation 
cFos is one of the first genes that responds to an extracellular stimulation, called immediate early 
genes (IEGs). It is also widely used by researchers to detect neuronal activity. cFos couples the 
electrical event at the cellular surface with the transcriptional response in the nucleus (Sheng & 
Greenberg, 1990). The product of cFos gene expression, Fos Phosphoprotein dimerises with another 
IEG to form a transcription factor and rapidly alters gene transcription in response to cell surface 
stimuli. These genes are the “late genes” that encode enzymes or structural proteins that are required 
for more permeant changes in cells.  
 
1.4.1 cFos can be activated by neurotransmitters and membrane depolarisation in PVT 
cFos gene respond to stimuli such as membrane depolarising signals (i.e. glutamate) and electrical 
excitation. This feature is particularly relevant to the purpose of our study. When the signal of light 
cue and the signal of reward are fed into the PVT in a closely timed manner, an amplified phasic 
response was observed in single neuron recording (Li et al., 2016), the PVT neurons are more 
depolarised. Membrane depolarisation causes the opening of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, 
leading to the formation of calcium-calmodulin complex; glutamatergic neurotransmission recruits a 
second messenger cAMP and PKA (Figure 1-2). Both signalling pathways converge onto the same 
transcription regulatory element located 60bp upstream of the start of the cFos gene, which is where 
the CREB (cAMP response element binding protein) binds to. CREB is phosphorylated as the result 
of cAMP-PKA signalling and by the Ca2+/calmodulin-regulate kinase. The activated CREB promotes 






Figure 1-2 Signalling pathways that lead to cFos activation. Glutamate ligand binding increases cAMP and PKA, which 
in turn phosphorylates cAMP response element binding protein (CREB). Electrical stimulation opens voltage gated Ca2+ 
channel, increases Ca2+/calmodulin complex and in turn phosphorylates CREB. Phosphorylated CREB binds to 
transcription regulatory element (TRE) and leads to the transcription of cFos gene.   
 
1.4.2 Advantages of using cFos in the current study 
Several features of the cFos IEG are beneficial for detecting neuronal activity, especially in my 
experimental design. In unstimulated condition, cFos basal expression is very low, providing a high 
signal/noise ratio (Duman et al., 2005). This allows better identification of true protein staining. When 
stimulated, cFos gene expression is rapid and transient, with high temporal specificity for the stimulus 
(Fields et al., 1997). In the current study learning of the association between solenoid sound and 
reward release occurred in both groups of rats prior to the experimental test day, in addition to the 
learning of the association between a light stimulus and reward release in the experimental group. 
However, the effect of this additional learning step on the results can be neglected as the animals 
were exposed to this conditioning process days prior to the actual experiment (details of experimental 
design see section 2.4.3 & 2.4.4). Therefore, by the time of actual experimental day, cFos activation 





transcription step that is rapid (5-10 min after stimulation), translation is slower and cFos protein 
peaks in 30-45 min after the stimulus is delivered (Hoffman et al., 1993). This delay allows us to rule 
out the possibility that the protein detected is a result of stress induced by euthanasia.   
 
1.5 Summary 
In summary, PVT is a potential centre of a brain circuit that controls our feeding behaviour. The 
signals that indicate hunger status are sent to PVT through the ARC-PVT and LHA-PVT pathways. 
Herein the consciousness joins the play, through PVT connections with the mesolimbic dopamine 
system. The nAccSh is an executive nucleus in the dopaminergic circuits and is modified by the PVT, 
in which the connection has been proposed to have a function in associating the cue with the reward 
value of the food. In the two behaviour studies addressed previously, Igelstrom et al. (2010) and 
Flagel et al. (2011a) both looked at the PVT activity in animals that associated a neutral 
environmental cue with the food reward and found increased cFos activity. However, they fail to 
pinpoint the role of the PVT-nAccSh connection in this behaviour change. They used 
immunohistochemistry technique to map out the cFos activation in different brain regions. The PVT 
and nAccSh were included as two discrete regions, without the identification of the neuronal 
projection. Therefore, my study will use a similar experimental design and techniques but more 
specifically zooming in onto this connection. The aim of my study is to see whether a stimulus-food 
reward conditioning causes an elevated cFos activation specifically in PVT neurons that project to 
the nAccSh.  
  
1.6 Hypothesis & objectives 
1.6.1  Hypothesis 
I hypothesise that, when a cue predicts a food reward in the associative reward learning, there is a 





1.6.2  Objectives 
In order to test my hypothesis, I will investigate the following objectives: 
1) Carrying out a behaviour study to train rats in a cue-reward conditioning task.  
2) Locating nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons using immunohistochemistry technique.  
3) Quantifying the nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons that show upregulated cFos expression. 
 
1.6.3  Significance of the current study 
Overeating is the primary cause of the increasing rate of obesity and its related metabolic diseases. 
External cues, rather than hunger, are common triggers of snacking behaviour. Smelling the food, 
seeing the scene of eating may elicit the desire for the rewarding experience brought by eating high 
caloric food. Nowadays, in the food industry a substantial amount of investment goes into developing 
more addictive products. Scientists study brain response to the texture, smell, colour and other 
features that make consumers crave for their products. Fast food chains tend to use the colours that 
are more appealing, such as yellow and red; supermarkets tend to shelve sweets beside essentials that 
hold high foot traffic.  
 
The current study investigates PVT response during the time course of reward associative learning. 
It addresses both the anatomical and functional implications of parts of the brain circuits that 
contribute to feeding control, which helps with fulfilling our understanding of the overall controlling 
mechanism underlying the behaviour of overeating. Its finding contributes to a better understanding 
of why it is hard to resist high caloric food nowadays when we are all the time surrounded by external 






2.1 Overview and timeline 
In order to identify nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons, rats were injected with a retrograde adeno-
associated viral vector containing green fluorescent protein (GFP) coupled to channelrhodopsin 
(ChR). This viral vector travelled from the axon terminals in nAccSh backward to the neuronal cell 
bodies in PVT. In three weeks after the injection, GFP was incorporated into the membrane of neurons 
and axons. In the first week post injection surgery the rats were monitored in the animal facility. 
During the second week post-surgery they were transferred to the ventilated animal cabinet in the lab 
and put on a reversed light cycle. The rats were handled and habituated in the actual experimental 
environment during the third week. This was followed by five days pre-training allowing the rats to 
learn to retrieve food rewards. They were then trained in a conditioning task of the same design as 
used by Igelstrom et al. (2010). Following exposure to the task, the rats were perfused, and the brains 
were extracted. Double label immunohistochemistry was then performed to identify nAccSh-
projecting neurons showing cFos expression (detailed timeline see Figure 2-1).  
 
Figure 2-1 Overall timeline of the experiment design.   
 
2.2  Animals and experimental design 
Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Otago Animal Ethics Committee. Eight adult 





temperature- and humidity-controlled environment and were subject to a reversed 12:12 hours light 
cycle (dark phase 8am-8pm). Water was available ad libitum. The rats were fed with standard chow 
(Teklad Global; 18% Protein Rodent Diet 2918, irradiated; Envigo, USA). In order to mimic the 
environment that is natural to nocturnal animals, the sugar retrieval training and the light-reward 
conditioning experiment were carried out in a dark room. The dimmed light is invisible to the rats 
while visible to human.  
 
2.3  Viral Injection Surgery 
2.3.1  Anaesthesia and drugs 
In order to induce anaesthesia the rats were placed in an induction chamber that received flow of 
oxygen at 1L/min and 4% isoflurane (MedSource, New Zealand). The rats were unresponsive and 
lost paw withdraw reflex in minutes. They were then positioned in a stereotaxic frame fitted with a 
nose cone adapter to deliver ongoing isoflurane at 2% until the end of the surgery. Aseptic surgery 
techniques were applied to avoid possible infection, aided by the subcutaneous (s.c.) administration 
of an antibiotic (Amphoprim, 30 mg/kg, Virbac Animal Health, NZ). The local anaesthetic Marcain 
(0.5% Bupivacaine, Multichem, NZ; 0.1 ml plus 0.2 ml saline) was injected along the incision line to 
locally numb the operation site, with a smaller volume injected in rats weighing <280 g. Eye 
lubrication was used to prevent dry eyes and a heating blanket was used to maintain body temperature. 
Long acting pain relief (Carprofen, 5 mg/kg; Norbrook, UK) was given s.c. near the end of the surgery 
and again on the following day.  
 
2.3.2  Virus injection 
After opening the scalp and clearing the skin the coordinates of lambda and bregma were obtained 
on the skull with a cannula attached to the stereotaxic frame. With reference to rat brain atlas (Paxinos 





sets of coordinates were taken from bregma and lambda to locate nAccSh (for illustration see Figure 
2-2, for detailed coordinates see Table 2-1) 
1. Dorsoventral (DV) - In order to ensure a flat skull position to comply with the Paxinos and 
Watson (2009) coordinate system. The difference in DV coordinates must be kept lower than 
0.2 mm. Skull position was adjusted when that difference was greater than 0.2 mm. nAccSh 
is 7 mm below lambda from the surface of skull, and 6.6 mm below lambda from the surface 
of brain. 
2. Anteroposterior (AP) – According to the distance from nAccSh to bregma on the AP axis in 
the atlas, the AP position of nAccSh on actual rat brain can be identified. nAccSh was targeted 
at + 2.2 mm AP from bregma (actual brain). The atlas coordinates were generated for an AP 
distance between lambda and bregma in the range of 8.6-9.0 mm. For rats with a distance 
outside of this range, an adjustment was done to the AP target coordinate (+2.2) according 
tothe equation [(actual distance/8.8)*2.2] to keep the target proportionally at the same place.  
3. Mediolateral (ML) – This was obtained to locate the nAccSh on ML axis. nAccSh should be 





Figure 2-2 An illustration of how the injection site is located. (Left) A rat with head skin opened along the incision line 





diagram of spatial relationship between bregma on skull and the injection site in brain. The large cuboid represents the 
skull. The orange dot represents the location of bregma on skull, and the green dot represents actual injection site 
(nAccSh). Solid orange lines of the smaller cube are showing the distance between bregma and the injection site on 
anteroposterior, dorsoventral and mediolateral axes. Dotted blue lines shows that the convergence point of the three 
orange lines is the injection site. Picture on the left is modified from Figure 1 (Hu, 2019). 
 
Table 2-1 nAccSh coordinates with reference to bregma. 
 
AP difference between lambda and bregma nAccSh coordinates 
Actual value (mm) 
If within the range of 
8.6-9.0 mm 





#1 9.2 N + 2.3 +0.8 
(right) 
-6.6 
#2 9.8 N + 2.45 
#3 10 N + 2.5 
± 0.8 
#4 8.6 Y +2.2 
#5 9.6 N + 2.4 
#6 9.5 N +2.375 
#7 9.4 N +2.35 
#8 9.4 N +2.35 
 
The anteroposterior (AP), mediolateral (ML) and dorsoventral (DV) position of bregma were taken to calculate the 
location of nAccSh. AP difference between lambda and bregma was in range only for #4, and for the others AP(nAccSh) 
on the skull = (actual distance/8.8)* 2.2. ML on skull=bregma ML+ 0.8 in rat #1-2 in which only the right  hemisphere 
was injected, whereas for #3-8 both hemispheres were injected thus the ML on skull=bregma ML±0.8. The depth of 
nAccSh from brain surface = bregma DV – 6.6 mm. N=no, Y= yes. #7 did not survive the surgery, n = 7. 
 
The hole was then drilled on the skull using a 0.7 mm trephine drill bit on medium speed and the dura 
was opened using a 26G needle. Once the skull was opened, bregma coordinates were taken again 
with the syringe (NanoFil, WPI) attached to the stereotaxic frame to ensure accurate calculation of 
the injection target coordinates. With the reference to the coordinates obtained here the actual position 
of nAccSh could be identified according to (Paxinos & Watson, 2009). The rats received a retrograde 





Addgene viral prep #58880AAVrg) injection either unilaterally (rats #1&2; n = 2) or bilaterally (rats 
#3,4,5,6,7,8; n = 6) into the nAccSh. This ChR2-GFP coupled viral vector was previously used for 
optogenetic stimulation experiments in the lab, and chosen for this study due to its proved retrograde 
transfection capability. A volume of 0.2 µl of the virus was injected into each site (therefore 0.4 µl in 
total if injected bilaterally) using a NanoJet pump at a rate of 0.05 ul/min. The cannula was left in 
place for 8 min after the end of injection, then slowly retracted to avoid dragging AAV back up the 
track. Then the scalp was sutured, and rats were taken out of the stereotaxic frame and put into a 
recovery cage. The rats were single-housed and monitored twice daily for 5 days post-surgery, then 
put back together in group housing. Rat #7 did not survive the surgery, so the used number of rats 
was n = 7.  
 
2.4  Behaviour task 
2.4.1 Experiment setup 
The behaviour task was carried out during the rats’ dark phase in a quiet room with light dimmed 
down to the level that albino rats were not able to sense it. The transparent experimental chamber 
(Figure 2-3) has a floor area of 22.5 x 16 cm. The pellet dispenser (ENV- 203IR, Med Associations, 
USA) is controlled by the computer software and controls the release of sugar pellets through the 
tube into the feeding trough of the chamber. The dispenser produced an audible clicking sound when 
activated. The environment cue was light, from the illumination of a small light bulb on the wall of 
the experiment chamber. An infrared beam was used to detect the nose poking into the feeding trough.  
 
2.4.2 Software setup 
Rats poked their noses multiple times when looking for sugar pellets and upon the first breaking of 
the light beam, the computer recorded a first nose pokes (NOSP1). When this was recorded it 





intertrial intervals (ITI). Each ITI is composed of a fixed 5 s interval plus a random intertrial interval 














Figure 2-3 The experiment setup. This photo is showing the experiment chamber used for behaviour training. A dispenser 
(A) releases sugar into the feeding trough through a tube (B). The feeding trough has an infrared light beam (C) that 
can be broken by the poking nose. Light source (D) is above the animal. 
 
2.4.3  Pre-training 
cFos activation is a useful marker that reflects neural activities though the protein can be upregulated 
if the rats encounter stressful experiences. Exposing the animals to a new environment, sudden 
environmental changes from dark to light or even being picked up by human may exert stress to the 
rats. Two weeks before any behavioural experiments started and at least 10 days post-surgery, rats 
were transitioned from a normal to a reversed light cycle (dark 8 am - 8 pm). During these two weeks 
the animals adjusted to the new light cycle, and this time was used to get the rats comfortable to be 
in the experimental room and being handled. In order to reduce the confounding error brought by not 
knowing where to retrieve the sugar reward, the rats then underwent pre-training sessions for at least 
five consecutive days to retrieve sugar pellets in the experiment set up. To promote sugar retrieval, 
the rats were on 18-20 g restricted diet from the first day of retrieval training. The rats were considered 
learning if they had two consecutive days of retrieving more than 70 sugar pellets in the 35 min pre-
training session. For rats that did not reach the threshold by the end of five days the pre-training was 
continued until they reach the threshold.  
 
2.4.4 Light-reward conditioning task 
The light-reward conditioning experiment was conducted two days after the rats went over the set 
threshold for two consecutive days. All the rats were randomly assigned to either signal-reward paired 
(S-R) group (#1, 5, 6, 8; n = 4) or the unpaired group (#2, 3, 4; n = 3). The S-R group received a sugar 
pellet immediately following a 2 s illumination of the light bulb. Upon NOSP1 the program initiated 
the next trial that started with light at a different RITI. In contrast to the S-R group, the unpaired 





conditioning session finished either when the rats retrieved 100 sugar pellets or when the time reached 
30 min. 
 
Figure 2-4 Light-reward conditioning paradigm. After handling and habituation the rats were put into a pre-training 
process. The rats were exposed to the experimental environment, in which they learn to retrieve sugar pellets from the 
feeding trough. The pre-training was followed by the conditioning task. Signal-reward (S-R, n=4) group had sugar 
dispensed immediately following a 2 s light stimuli. Unpaired group (n=3) got sugar and light randomly timed with 
respect to each other. The maximum time duration is the same for both groups (30min).  
 
2.5  Perfusion and tissue sectioning 
In order to fix the brain at a time point of maximal cFos activation, the rats were perfused with 
paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixative. Thirty minutes after the end of the conditioning task the rats were 
deeply anaesthetised with an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (300 mg/ml, 100 mg/kg, Provet 
NZ). The paw withdrawal reflex was gone before starting the transcardial perfusion process. To wash 
out the blood first, ~150 ml of 10% sucrose (BioFroxx, Germany) was flushed into the body through 
the left ventricle and aorta. This was then followed by flushing 250 ml of 4% PFA (Merck, Germany) 
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.2-7.3, Merck, Germany) to fix the brain. The pump 
(PerfusionOne) pressure was kept at 150-200 mmHg. At the end of the procedure, the head was 





to allow better shape preservation. After extracting the brain, it was post-fixed in 4% PFA for 24 
hours at 4° C, then immersed in 30% sucrose for at least 48 hours at 4°C for cryoprotection.  
 
When the cells had replaced water with sucrose, the brain sank down to the bottom of the liquid and 
was ready for slicing. This was done on a freezing microtome (Leica) at –19 °C. The right hemisphere 
was marked to allow clear identification of the hemispheres under the microscope. Coronal slices of 
40 µm were cut front to back. I started collecting the slices that contain nAcc from roughly where the 
two hemispheres just start to connect at the corpus callosum and stopped where the anterior 
commissure becomes an elongated tailed structure (AP +3.00mm to +0.60mm from bregma (Paxinos 
& Watson, 2009)). Collection of PVT slices started from about where the fimbria and ventral 
hippocampal commissure were fully surrounded by the third and lateral ventricle and stopped just 
before the ventral part of the hippocampus appeared (AP -0.84mm to -4.08mm from bregma). For 
rats #1&2 the slices in between nAcc and PVT were also collected to perform antibody dilution tests. 
The slices were collected into PBS and used for immunohistochemistry within 7 days from slicing or 
transferred into cryoprotectant (30% sucrose, 30% ethylene glycol (Merck, Germany) in PB) and 
stored at -20 °C until used. 
 
2.6  Immunohistochemistry 
2.6.1  cFos primary and secondary antibody dilution test 
According to the finding of a previous study of our lab (Igelstrom et al., 2010), in which a similar 
signal-reward conditioning task was carried out, the level of cFos activation was similar in piriform 
cortex in both groups of rats. Therefore, in order to determine the best antibody dilution ratio for cFos, 
slices containing the piriform cortex from rat #1 and #2 were selected to test different combinations 
of the dilution ratio of the primary (Rabbit anti-cFos; Abcam ab190289) and secondary antibody 





between AP +0.60 mm and -0.84 mm from bregma was allocated a different combination of primary 
and secondary antibody concentration, including three negative controls that were void of primary 
antibody. Each of the combinations (Table 2-2) was tested on equivalent tissue slices from both brains, 
totalling in 30 brain slices being used for free floating immunohistochemistry.  
 
Table 2-2 Combination of Anti-cFos primary and Goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody dilution ratio. Negative control 
had only Goat anti-rabbit IgG H&L568 in it.  
RABBIT ANTI-CFOS 
(PRIMARY) 
GOAT ANTI-RABBIT IGG H&L568 (SECONDARY) 
1: 1000 (1 µl/ml) 1: 200 (5 µl/ml) 
 1: 500 (2 µl/ml) 
 1: 1000 (1 µl/ml) 
1: 2000 (0.5 µl/ml) 1: 200 (5 µl/ml) 
 1: 500 (2 µl/ml) 
 1: 1000 (1 µl/ml) 
1: 5000 (0.2 µl/ml) 1: 200 (5 µl/ml) 
 1: 500 (2 µl/ml) 
 1: 1000 (1 µl/ml) 
1: 10000 (0.1 µl/ml) 1: 200 (5 µl/ml) 
 1: 500 (2 µl/ml) 
 1: 1000 (1 µl/ml) 
negative control 1: 200 (5 µl/ml) 
 1: 500 (2 µl/ml) 







2.6.2  cFos and GFP double immunohistochemistry 
In the experiment design every fourth slice (160 µm apart) of the lots between AP -0.84 mm to -4.08 
mm from bregma was selected to stain for cFos and GFP in PVT. A total of four (160 µm apart) slices 
from each brain were selected from the range AP ~+2.52 to ~+1.92 mm from bregma to look at the 
site of injection in nAccSh. The tissue of the 7 rats was processed in a total of six batches of free 
floating double immunolabelling with each batch including tissue from both groups as well as a 
negative control that was not incubated in primary antibody. Tissue coming out of cryoprotectant 
went through 3*10 min washing in 0.01 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS, AppliChem, Germany) on 
an orbital shaker, followed by 1 h of incubation in blocking solution (incubation solution PBS, 0.25% 
BSA (Gibco, NZ), 0.3% triton X (Sigma, USA) + 5% normal goat serum NGS (Gibco, NZ) to prevent 
non-specific binding. Each slice was then incubated in 400 µl of the primary antibody mixture, 
containing Chicken anti-GFP (AvesLab Inc. #GFP-1020, 1:5000 diluted thus 0.2 ul/ml of mixture) 
and Rabbit anti-cFos (Abcam ab190289, 1:5000) in incubation solution (plus 2% NGS) on the orbital 
shaker at 4°C in the dark for 48 hours (Figure 2-5).  
 
 
Figure 2-5 Schematic chart of cFos & GFP double immunohistochemistry protocol .  
 
Before incubating the tissue in secondary antibody, the slices went through 3*10 min washing steps 





AlexaFluor488 (Abcam ab150173, 1:500) and Goat anti-Rabbit AlexaFluor568 (Abcam ab175695, 
1:1000) in incubation solution. The tissues were incubated in the dark on the shaker for 2 hours at 
room temperature, then went through 3*10 min washing in PBS followed by 1*10 min washing in 
PB.  
 
The slices were mounted onto Superfrost Plus glass slides and coverslipped when completely dry 
using Fluoromount-G with DAPI (Invitrogen, USA) as a mounting medium that stained all nuclei. 




2.7.1  Pre-training  
The program recording raw data was analysed to obtain the average number of rewards retrieved per 
minute (reward/min) for each rat in each pre-training session. Results were plotted in a progression 
chart, showing the change of rewards/minute across training sessions. 
 
2.7.2  Light-reward conditioning outcome 
As explained previously (see section 1.3.2), the function of PVT-nAccSh in reward conditioning 
might be that it generates motivation. Based on this hypothesis, in this study it was looked at whether 
food seeking behaviours might reflect differential motivation status between the two groups of rats 
after the conditioning task. Therefore, in order to characterise this difference it was looked at whether 
the rats retrieve reward faster at the end of the conditioning session compared to the beginning. The 
raw data was processed to extract the latency between when the reward was released and NOSP1 for 
each trial. The average latency of the first ten trials was compared with the average latency of the last 





significance was tested in Prism (Eighth edition, GraphPad) by two-way repeated measures ANOVA 
followed by Sidak multiple comparisons post hoc test.  
 
2.7.3 Microscopy  
The images were taken using the Nikon Ti2E Brightfield/Fluorescence inverted microscope. Three 
different light channels (excitation wavelengths: UV light at λ of 405 nm, blue light at λ of 488 nm 
and green light at λ of 568mm) were used to reflect DAPI, GFP and cFos, respectively. Microscope 
setting were kept consistent for all images taken from each brain structure but were different between 
nAcc and PVT (Table 2-3). I obtained overview images of the whole brain slice (auto-montaged 10x 
images) as well as the single images that focused on only the midline structures, both under 10x 
magnification. For nAccSh only the 10x overview images were taken to look at the site of injection. 
The three channels were superimposed so that I was able to count the co-staining of cFos and GFP.  
 







2.7.4 Image analysis 
To address my objectives, I counted cFos labelled nuclei, GFP stained cells, and GFP + cFos co-
labelled cells. In order to identify the GFP + cFos positive neurons that were within the PVT, I 
delineated the PVT territory on the overview image using Inkscape graphic program. For this, the 
overview images were overlapped with the correlated brain atlas sections (Paxinos & Watson, 2009), 
  DAPI cFos GFP Shutter speed Condenser 






Analogue gain 5.1x 7.6x 5.1x 
PVT Exposure (ms) 30 20 6 





scaling and tilting the image if needed to best fit the atlas before drawing the outline around PVT. 
Images of slices containing nAcc were also overlapped with atlas sections and nAcc delineated to 
look at the spread of the viral injection. The shape of PVT differs along the AP axis. The anterior 
PVT (aPVT) has similar width and height while the shape elongates more posteriorly. The area was 
obtained using Image J (National Institute of Health, 1.52a). Image J auto-thresholding function was 
used to set a threshold for cFos staining, the same thresholding algorithm was applied throughout. 
The cFos positive nuclei with a size between 15-200 pixels were counted. The counts were converted 
to cell (or nucleus)/mm2 and were averaged for all the slices from each rat to compare any variance 
between the S-R and control group. Two-way ANOVA followed by Sidak multiple comparisons post 
hoc test was calculated in Prism. I also compared the count/mm2 among different location along the 
AP axis, aPVT, medial PVT (mPVT) and posterior PVT (pPVT) according to nomenclature in 
Paxinos and Watson (2009). Values are expressed as mean ± SEM and statistical significance was 







3.1  Pre-training  
During Pre-training rats showed individual variability in learning ability, as some rats discovered the 
feeding trough slower that the others. The learning curves in Figure 3-1 show that they progressively 
retrieved more rewards day by day. All of the rats except #2 reached the threshold of retrieving 70 
rewards by the end of the five days pre-training. Rat #2 was trained for two more days during which 
the threshold was reached on both days. Gross performance of all the rats across sessions is plotted 
as average number of rewards per minute. Starting just over 1 reward/min on day 1 they ended up 
reaching 3 rewards/min on day 5. They became more motivated to obtain the sugar reward and 
retrieved it faster. The average performance increased significantly (Repeated measure one-way 
ANOVA, F(5,20)=12.11, p<0.001) from day 3 and from that on it also continuously increased day 







Figure 3-1 Learning curve during pre-training. The grey bar represents a two-days gap in real time. (A) Total number 
of sugar rewards retrieved by each rat in each session. All the rats except #2 went over the threshold of 70 pellets in the 
first three sessions. #2 reached the threshold on day 6. n=7 (B)Average number of sugar rewards retrieved per minute 
in each session. An indication of the gross learning performance of all the rats. The number of rewards retrieved/min by 
each rat are averaged and mean ±SEM values are presented (n=7). Statistical significance is analysed by repeated 
measure of one way ANOVA followed by Holm-Sidak multiple comparisons. Reward/min significantly increased from 
day 3 to day 5 compared to day 1 (**p=<0.01),and day 5 was significantly different from days 3 and day 4 (#S3 vs. S5 
p=0.010, ##S4 vs. S5 p=0.003). 
 
3.2 Behavioural signs of learning effect in conditioning task 
The rats in both groups were already familiar with the environment in the experiment chamber at the 
beginning of conditioning task. This could be supported by behavioural observation. When the rats 
were placed in the chamber, they soon turned around to face towards the feeding trough and looked 
for sugar pellets. In order to check if the rats were more or less motivated, and if any such changes 
were different between the two groups, I analysed the time duration from when sugar pellet was 
released to when NOSP1 was recorded. It was hypothesised that if S-R rats learned the prediction 




































relation between light and sugar pellet, they would get ready when the light was on, thus the latency 
could be shorter. The quantification result showed that they were all motivated to eat sugar pellets at 
the start of the conditioning task, as shown by the short latency in the first 10 trials (Figure 3-2). In 
the first 10 trials the mean latency was 1.76 s for the S-R group and 1.87 s for the unpaired group. In 
the last 10 trials, values were 3.91 s for S-R and 7.55 s for unpaired group, raising the possibility of 
a trend for latency to increase. However, 2-way repeated measures ANOVA found no significant 
effects for Time (F(1,5) = 2.696, p = 0.162) or Group (F(1,5) = 0.4108, p = 0.55), and no interaction, 
(time x treatment F(1,5) = 0.5489, p = 0.492). 
 
Rats were continuously observed throughout the 30 min experiment session. Although not quantified, 
the following general observations were made. The rats in both groups all showed interest towards 
the light at the beginning of the conditioning task, rearing up and looking for the source of the light. 
They quickly turned to the feeding trough when hearing the clicking sound of the solenoid. As the 
experiment progressed, they got used to the light and did not pay much attention to it. The rats in the 
S-R group, however, seem to have realised that the light predicted the dispense of a sugar pellet. 
Instead of poking their nose into the feeding trough when hearing the sound, they did that when the 
light was on, preceding the occurrence of the sound. In contrary, the rats in the unpaired group did 







Figure 3-2 Comparing mean latency between the beginning and the end of conditioning task. Latency calculated as 
the time from when sugar was release to NOSP1. First 10 trials and the last 10 trials in signalled-reward (S-R) and 
unpaired group were compared. Graph presented as mean latency ±SEM, n=4 S-R and n=3 unpaired.  
 
 
3.3 cFos antibody dilution test 
According to a previous finding of our lab, cFos activation in piriform cortex was similar in both of 
the two treatment groups. Therefore, piriform cortex was sourced from the rats of both treatment 
groups to find a best dilution ratio. Piriform cortex is a convoluted belt shaped structure ventrally 
located in the cerebrum. The boundary was very clear and distinguishable with the DAPI staining due 
to the densely clustered nuclei. Piriform cortex was imaged under 50 ms exposure and 3.4x analogue 
gain microscope settings. It was noted that throughout the different titre combinations, #1(S-R) had 
strong staining compared to #2. The contrast was the greatest when the primary antibody was highly 
diluted, as the cFos staining in #2 was almost invisible at 1:10000-1:200 (Figure 3-3A). The faint 
cFos staining may be due to less binding of the primary antibody. Therefore, I decided to use the 
primary antibody at a higher concentration 1:5000. At 1:5000, the lowest concentration for 2nd 
antibody that still yielded good staining in #2 was 1: 1000. Therefore, the optimum combination used 
was 1:5000-1:1000. The negative control showed no background staining of secondary antibody, 








































Figure 3-3 Piriform cortex cFos staining with different antibody dilution ratios. Staining of rat #1 is shown in the left 











cFos staining was good in both rats at 1:5000 (1st) +1:200(2nd) and 1:5000 (1st) +1:500 (2nd). (D)At 1:5000 (1st) + 
1:1000(2nd) the staining in #2 was still clear. (E) Negative control showed no non-specific binding. Scale bar = 
150µm.  
 
3.4  cFos and GFP double immunohistochemistry 
3.4.1  Virus injection site 
The nAccSh slices were stained to look at whether the injection went on target. The stained images 
showed four circumstances in regard to the site of injection. Firstly, the profile of unilateral injection 
showed an ipsilateral projection from the PVT to the nAccSh (Figure 3-4A). The green fibres and 
neurons in PVT were mostly restrained to the same side as the injection, which suggests that the 
projection did not cross hemispheres at the level of PVT. Secondly, in both hemispheres the injection 
was well contained within the nAccSh (Figure 3-4B). In this case, the entire territory of PVT was 
well stained, and the colour of staining was intense. Thirdly, in some rats the injection was well on 
target in one hemisphere only (Figure 3-4C), and the completeness of PVT profile depended on the 
extent of deviation (either medially or laterally deviated) of injection in the other hemisphere. 
Sometimes even though the main injection site was not well on target, the virus still diffused into 
nAccSh and thus the PVT profile was similar to those of the first circumstance.  
 
The PVT was not the only structure showing GFP stained neurons. The surrounding midline and 
intralaminar thalamic nuclei were also stained, including the paratenial (PT), paracentral (PC), and 
more sparsely in the central medial (CM) and mediodorsal (MD). This finding suggested that the 







Figure 3-4 The pattern of PVT staining is dependent on the injection site. The left column is showing different 
injection conditions, the right column is showing their correspondent PVT staining at the level of -1.80 mm from bregma. 
Red line delineates nAccSh/PVT.  (A) Unilateral injection in rat #1 was well contained within the nAccSh. PVT staining 
showed ipsilateral projection. (B) The unilateral injection in #2 was almost completely off target and PVT staining was 
faint. It was stained a rough shape of PVT as a small amount of viral vector diffused into the nAccSh. (C) Bilateral 
injection in #4 was mainly in the medial structures, but viral vectors diffused into the nAccSh. nAccSh on the left 
hemisphere was better covered by viral vector as the result of diffusion compared to the right hemisphere. As a result, the 







Figure 3-5 Nuclei surrounding PVT were GFP positive. The  paratenial (PT), paracentral (PC), central medial (CM) 
and mediodorsal (MD) were GFP positive. picture from rat brain atlas (Paxinos & Watson, 2009).  
 
3.4.2  Density and pattern of retrograde labelling 
GFP labelled neural cell bodies were seen in the PVT along the full extent of AP axis, which included 
the three subregions: anterior (aPVT), middle (mPVT), and posterior (pPVT) (Figure 3-6A). The 
nAccSh receives projections from all compartments of the PVT. In any one brain section, along with 
the neurons were lots of fibres that their cell bodies could not be seen. These could be the passage 
fibres of the PVT neurons originating from different levels of PVT, as well as the neurons outside the 
PVT. As the subregions differ in size, with aPVT being the largest and mPV being similar to pPVT, 
I standardised the averaged count to a unit area for all counting of GFP, cFos and double labelling. 
The average numbers of GFP labelled cell bodies per mm2 (density) were different across the three 
subregions (two-way ANOVA, region effect F(2,15)=4.872, p=0.023), while there was no difference 






interaction (region x treatment F(2,15)=0.05923, p=0.943) (Figure 3-6B). A Tukey’s multiple 
comparison test showed that GFP/mm2 was different between aPVT and mPVT (p= 0.019). There is 
a higher density of GFP labelled cells in mPVT compared to aPVT, as the size of mPVT is smaller 




Figure 3-6 Retrograde labelling along the whole territory of PVT. (A) GFP labelled neurons in anterior (aPVT, left), 
middle (mPVT, middle) and posterior (pPVT, right) PVT. The shape and area differ between compartments. Scale bar = 
103µm. (B) GFP counts per mm2. Graph presented as mean ± SEM GFP in each PVT subregion and each treatment 









3.4.3 Counting for cFos activation    
Activation of cFos was observed across the whole PVT territory. cFos counts were normalised to a 
unit area. A similar density of cFos was observed in both groups (Figure 3-7). Two-way ANOVA 
found no effect of treatment (F(1,15)=0.9, p=0.3376) on density. As we found generally more GFP 
labelled neurons in mPVT, it was also of interest to look if there was a proportional increase in cFos 
activation in mPVT. However, unlike GFP, cFos distribution showed no effect of region (F(2,15)=1.1, 
p=0.3458) and no interaction (region x treatment F(2,15)=1.261, p=0.3117). 
 
 
Figure 3-7 cFos activation following conditioning task. The density of cFos in PVT regions and two treatment groups, 
n=4 S-R and n=3 in unpaired. The cFos was similarly activated in the two groups and across regions. Graph presented 
as mean density ± SEM.  
 
3.4.4 cFos and GFP co-localisation in PVT 
The co-localisation of cFos and GFP in PVT was observed in both signal-reward and unpaired group. 
Of all the cFos positive nuclei only a very small proportion was in GFP positive cells (Figure 3-8A). 
Two-way ANOVA test found no treatment effect (F(1,15)=0.5, p=0.4574) (Figure 3-8B). The mean 
co-localisation rate of the SR group is larger than that of the unpaired group in both aPVT and mPVT 






















GFP staining differs by region, a similar regional effect in co-localisation could be expected, and with 
the numbers available there was a trend towards a regional difference (F(2,15) = 3.4, P = 0.0584). No 
interaction (region x treatment F(2,15)=0.5, P=6062) was found. Furthermore, a great variability 











Figure 3-8 Co-localisation of cFos 
and GFP in PVT (A) Example images 
of PVT stained for GFP (green), cFos 
(orange) and DAPI (Blue). Co-
localisation was seen in both the 
unpaired (up) and SR (down) rats. 
Images are zoomed in to show neurons. 
Most of the cFos positive nuclei 
(orange dots) were not within nAccSh 
projecting neurons. (B) The count of 
double labelling was normalised to unit 
area (mm2). Graph presented as mean 
co-localisation ±SEM. Scale bar = 132 
µm.  
 


































4.1 Findings and limitations 
4.1.1 Behavioural observation  
All of the seven rats showed signs of good learning ability. Even though one of the rats learned slower, 
they all ended up learning to retrieve the sugar pellet from the feeding trough before the actual 
conditioning experiment during the pre-training. I hypothesised that if learning the association 
between light and sugar gave rats motivation to eat, they would get themselves ready when the light 
was on, thus a shorter latency could be obtained. My quantification result of motivation was highly 
consistent with that of Igelstrom et al., (2010). We both found no group difference in latency (in my 
study)/sucrose lick rate (previous study) at the beginning of conditioning task, the rats were equally 
motivated. Neither of us found a change in latency/lick rate between groups near the end of the 
conditioning task. Interestingly, it was seen a trend in both studies that the latency/lick rate decreased 
in both groups throughout the 30 mins, but to a lesser extent in the conditioning group compared to 
the control group. This was not statistically significant. My study had a small sample size, and a great 
individual variation was seen especially in the performance of the last 10 trials. A larger sample size 
is required to fully test if the potential changes in latency exist. 
 
4.1.2 Regional effect on nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons 
My finding suggests that the PVT-nAccSh connection was not equally distributed across the three 
subregions, with mPVT being the most densely occupied and aPVT, pPVT being similar. This 
contradicts to what was found by Li and Kirouac (2008). They retrogradely labelled this connection 
using cholera toxin B, however, found a similarly high level in the aPVT and pPVT, and a relatively 
lower level in mPVT. It is important to note that the classification of PVT subregions is not always 






of Paxinos and Watson (2009). However, most of the studies do not pick out mPVT and compare 
only aPVT with pPVT.  
 
In studies that compared only aPVT and pPVT projections to nAccSh (Dong et al., 2017), it seems 
that projections showed topographical arrangement (see Figure 4-1). The exact injection site in the 
nAccSh may determine which cohort of PVT neurons was labelled, therefore, may have altered cell 
counts and the regional effect. Neurons in aPVT had more projections to the shell compared to the 
core, and pPVT had denser connections to the core. There was a larger proportion of pPVT neurons 
that projected to the ventromedial aspect of the nAccSh (Li & Kirouac, 2008; Dong et al., 2017), and 
more aPVT neurons projected to the dorsomedial nAccSh (Dong et al., 2017).  
 
 
Figure 4-1 Depending on target the viral vector injection can preferentially label either aPVT or pPVT. aPVT projects 
to nAccSh and especially dorsomedial nAccSh (dmSh). aPVT also projects to lateral septal nucleus (LS). pPVT projects 
to nAcc core, ventromedial shell (vmSh) and dorsal peduncular (DP). Note these projections are not exclusive, but 
preferentially to their respective targets. Territories preferentially innervated by aPVT are shown in light green, and 
territories preferentially innervated by pPVT are shown in dark green. Pictures are modified from rat brain atlas (Paxinos 














The injection result of this study showed that only a few of the rats had injections well contained 
within the nAccSh and all the rest are, more or less, including other regions. When it included nAcc 
core, I could have labelled more neurons in pPVT. Even if the injection was within the nAccSh, when 
virus diffused into the ventromedial nAccSh, it might have labelled more pPVT neurons; whereas 
labelled more aPVT when virus diffused into the dorsomedial nAccSh. Furthermore, the injection 
that went to the more medial structures might have labelled neurons in PVT that did not project to 
nAccSh (see Figure 4-1). The lateral septal nucleus (LS) is medially adjacent to the third ventricle 
and superiorly medial to the nAccSh (Paxinos & Watson, 2009) and it receives projections from 
aPVT (Chen & Su, 1990). Another medially positioned structure, the dorsal peduncular (DP) is also 
innervated by aPVT and pPVT (Li & Kirouac, 2008). However, considering the already small sample 
size I had, it was not possible to exclude the rats that had unsuccessful injection.  
 
Limitation 
One technical factor needs to be considered as a possible confound for the relatively low counts in 
PVT compare to previous studies. Within the same thickness (40µm) of tissue aPVT is occupied by 
more layers of GFP-labelled axon fibres compared to mPVT and pPVT. These “mesh”-like fibres 
covered the neurons beneath them, allowing only the very superficial ones to be properly seen in 
fluorescent microscope images. mPVT and pPVT generally have less layers of passage fibres and 
more neurons are exposed. It is more likely to capture all the green labelled neurons in these two 
regions. Therefore, my counting for the aPVT may not reflect the real picture. One solution to this 
technical issue can be taking z-stack confocal images instead of the images that focus on one plane. 
This would allow to further split the 40 µm tissue into even thinner layers and take a well-focused 







4.1.3 Regional effect on PVT activation 
My results showed that cFos was similarly activated across the PVT subregions. This is consistent 
with a study that conducted a similar cue-food reward conditioning task, in which the presence of the 
cue did not alter overall cFos expression in any of the three subregions (Haight et al., 2017). This 
finding seems to implicate a universal role of the PVT subregions in conditioning. However, 
anatomical mapping studies have found differential afferents and efferents of aPVT and pPVT (Li & 
Kirouac, 2008, 2012), which raises the possibility that each subregion may be involved in a different 
and more subtle aspect of the controlling mechanism. Function studies also supported this hypothesis. 
It was found that aPVT seems to be linked with appetitive information processing and reward-
approach behaviours, while pPVT seems to be linked with aversive information processing and 
shock-avoidance behaviours (Do-Monte et al., 2017; Choi et al., 2019). In addition, aPVT was 
especially involved in motivated reward seeking when the food was unexpectedly omitted (Choi et 
al., 2019). It is worth to notice that in these experiments, all the rats were already conditioned for 
cue-reward/aversion prior to manipulating PVT subregions/reward/stimulus, therefore, these findings 
reflected PVT functions after the conditioning has happened. Up to date, there are not many studies 
addressing the possible subtler roles of different PVT subregions during the time course of 
conditioning and more work is needed to fully understand how subregions may be differentially 
recruited by cue-reward conditioning. 
 
Limitation 
My finding of no treatment effect in overall cFos activation contradicted the results of Igelstrom et 
al., (2010), as they found a higher level of overall cFos in the stimulus reward paired group compared 
to control group. Even though it had to be considered that the results yielded from a small sample 
size may not so reliable, other factors may contribute to this discrepancy too. A different 






(cFos only) immunohistochemistry with a chromogenic detection method using 3,3′-
diaminobenzidine (DAB) as the reporter, followed by nickel-enhancement. This enhancement 
method allowed them to amplify the true protein staining and to reduce background staining (Mullink 
et al., 1992), intensifying the contrast between activated cells and background. Therefore, image 
processing software would be able to precisely pick up small differences in the amount of protein 
present in the cells. In my study I used fluorescent instead of chromogenic detection methods. I could 
not easily switch to DAB, as I did double antigen labelling for cFos and GFP within in the same cells. 
Without an amplification method the signal-to-noise ratio for cFos could be low (see Figure 4-2). As 
the result of a smaller contrast between true protein staining and background staining, thresholding 
algorithm might fail to exclude the basal cFos activation, which resulted in a potential inclusion of 
background staining in cFos counts. As a result, there was more background staining being picked 
up, narrowing down the contrast and covering the possible difference between the groups.  
  
Figure 4-2 An illustration of high and low signal-noise ratio in cFos immunohistochemistry staining. With an 
amplification step (left) true protein staining is much more prominent compared to background activation, a high contrast 
can be yield. Without an amplification step (right) true protein staining is less intense and less likely to be separated from 
background staining, a low contrast can be yield. Orange dots represent nuclei cFos staining.  
 
4.1.4 Treatment effect depends on the incentive nature of the cue 
My results showed that light-sugar conditioning did not cause more activation of the nAccSh-






cue-reward conditioning (Schiltz et al., 2007; Dayas et al., 2008; James et al., 2011; Matzeu et al., 
2017). It is proposed by Haight et al. (2017) a firm conclusion of the specific role of PVT in different 
types of cue-reward conditioning cannot yet be drawn , as many of these studies do not distinguish 
the nature of the cue being applied. A cue can be either an indicative stimulus that simply indicates 
the presence of the reward; or can be an incentive stimulus that acquires both indicative and incentive 
motivational properties (Stewart et al., 1984). The studies that distinguished this difference found 
that treatment effect on nAccSh-projecting PVT activation is only found when the cue became an 
incentive stimulus, but not when it was simply a predictive factor of the reward (Flagel et al., 2011a; 
Yager et al., 2015). 
 
It was originally believed that if a cue can indicate the presence of a reward, it is assigned the incentive 
properties (Lajoie & Bindra, 1976; Rescorla, 1988). Upon further study, however, it was found that 
this may not always be true. It is hard to set an exact boundary between predictive and incentive 
stimulus, because one stimulus may be perceived as either of the two by different individuals. As 
what was proposed by Haight & Flagel and others, an incentive stimulus has three fundamental 
properties “1) they are attractive and elicit approach toward them, as in conditional approach 
behaviour; 2) they can energise ongoing instrumental actions, as in the instrumental transfer effect; 
and 3) they can reinforce the learning of new actions, acting as conditional reinforcers” (Berridge, 
2001; Cardinal et al., 2002; Haight & Flagel, 2014). In rats, there are large individual differences in 
the tendency to acquire these features during a conditioning task (Boakes, 1977). When exposed to 
the same stimuli and reward, some rats approach the stimuli more and more rapidly and vigorously 
work towards it (Hearst & Jenkins, 1974), even in the absence of the reward (Flagel et al., 2009), 
these are the rats that acquire the incentive salience, which are the “sign-trackers”; some rats approach 
the site of food delivery instead, working towards the reward and cannot be attracted by the stimulus 






While I did not quantify the approaching behaviour of the rats (which should be done in follow-up 
experiments), by observation it appeared that the rats in the S-R group are likely to be “goal-trackers”. 
They tended to approach the feeding trough rather than the light stimulus, when the light was on. 
They did not seem to be attracted by the light itself, but rather treat it as an indication of the dispense 
of sugar pellet. The observation allows me to hypothesise that, by chance all the rats in my S-R could 
not assign incentive salience to the light stimulus. Therefore, may contribute to similar activation of 
nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons in the two treatment groups. 
 
In this study, I hypothesised that light stimulus – food reward conditioning recruits more of the 
nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons. This is based on the proposed mechanism of dopamine mediated 
learning and motivation generation (details see section 1.3). In this mechanism, dopaminergic activity 
in the nAcc has a role in generating motivation, and the PVT has a role in modifying dopaminergic 
neurotransmission in nAccSh. However, PVT modification may not happen in both forms of 
conditioning. A sign-tracking conditioning, but not goal-tracking conditioning is dependent on 
dopamine transmission (Flagel et al., 2011b; Yager et al., 2015) in the nAcc core. In sign-tracking 
conditioning both the core and the shell can be activated. The core attributes incentive salience to the 
stimulus (Corbit & Balleine, 2011) and the shell contextualises the incentive salience with the onset 
of the stimulus (Saddoris et al., 2011). This may suggest that dopaminergic activity in the shell is also 
conditioning-type dependent, just the same as in the core. In conclusion, this difference in 
dopaminergic activity may further support the idea that PVT modification on nAccSh neurons, thus 
the activation of nAccSh-projecting neurons, is more prominent in sign-tracking rats only. 
 
4.2 Summarisation and conclusion  
The primary aim of this study was to determine whether pairing a light cue with a reward recruits 






cFos gene activation. To understand a potentially differential function of PVT subregions in this 
process, the cFos activation in aPVT, mPVT and pPVT was also examined. For this, a behavioural 
experiment was designed, in which rats were exposed to one of two conditions. In one, a cue predicted 
reward, whereas in the other, the cue did not predict reward (control group). Fluorescent 
immunohistochemistry technique was used to visualise cFos activation and nAccSh-projecting PVT 
neurons. 
 
The quantification results showed that mPVT establishes denser connection with the nAccSh, 
compared to aPVT and pPVT; no effect of conditioning on overall cFos density in PVT; no effect of 
conditioning on density of cFos expression among the neurons projecting to nAccSh. These findings 
implicated that PVT subregions may not be differently engaged in the conditioning task. Most 
importantly, nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons in all three regions can be activated simply by repetitive 
exposure to light stimulus and food reward, regardless of their predictive relation. Cue-reward 
conditioning may not necessarily activate nAccSh-projecting PVT neurons more. This did not support 
my hypothesis. However, this preliminary study requires more replicates, as well as changes to 
experimental techniques as described above, to fully test the hypothesis.  
 
4.3 Future direction  
Even though there was no predictive relation between stimulus and food reward, the repetitive 
exposure to them was still able to activate PVT neurons. In particularly, cFos positive nuclei can be 
found in the PVT neurons projecting to nAccSh, which indicates that PVT-nAccSh projection is 
recruited by exposing to stimulus and reward. It therefore brings up a question of why the sole 
exposure to stimulus and food reward activated PVT neurons. Considering the fact that cFos 
activation is transient, thus reflecting the real time activity of neurons, it can be postulated that certain 






address this postulation. In the current study the effect of the cue and reward themselves was factored 
out, leaving only the effect of the associative learning component. While this simple design enabled 
the learning-specific aspect of PVT activation to be identified, it did not allow the experiments to 
determine if PVT neurons may be differently activated simply by appetising rewards themselves, 
compared to arbitrary sensory cues with no nutritional value. In future experiments this can be 
included as control groups in which the rats are exposed to only the stimulus, only the reward or just 
being placed in the experimental set up. Therefore, by dissociating the elements of stimulus-food 
reward conditioning, it might also be able to build up our understanding of more precise roles of each 
PVT subregion in the conditioning process.  
 
Because of time limitations the sample size of the current study was small. Therefore, it was not 
possible to exclude all the rats with unsuccessful viral injection, which might have biased the results. 
In addition, the fact that there is an individual variation in the ability to assign incentive salience to 
the stimulus cannot be neglected. A larger sample size would allow a higher chance to include both 
sign-tracking and goal-tracking rats, instead of getting only one type which could have biased the 
results towards one extremity. The result can be more convincing and the conclusion can be strong if 
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